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By MICHAEL CIEPLY

SETH ROGEN really does look that way. In life the fuzzy-headed nebbish from “Knocked Up” is, well, a

fuzzy-headed nebbish, though these days he appears a little trimmer — is somebody training for next year’s

“Green Hornet”? — than when he hooked up with Katherine Heigl in the hit movie. (Mr. Rogen recently

agreed to help write and possibly star in “Green Hornet,” Columbia’s planned movie about the comic-book

hero.)

His writing partner, Evan Goldberg, does not customarily appear on screen. But Mr. Goldberg could pass for

one of the rumpled man-boy characters in the comedies, directed by Judd Apatow, that Mr. Rogen has

helped populate of late. Over something between breakfast and lunch last month at the Los Angeles diner

Swingers, Mr. Goldberg, 24, and Mr. Rogen, 25, talked with Michael Cieply about the raunchy movie

“Superbad,” which they started writing 12 years ago, when they were growing up in Vancouver, British

Columbia.

Set for release by Columbia Pictures on Aug. 17, “Superbad” was directed by Greg Mottola (“The

Daytrippers”). It stars Michael Cera and Jonah Hill as not even thinly disguised versions of the writers,

doing what kids have done in “Fast Times at Ridgemont High” and other predecessors. That is, they spend a

day trying to get loaded, get lucky with the opposite sex, and generally avoid the implications of a looming

semi-adult life. In “Superbad” the actual plot, such as it is, has to do with buying alcohol for a cool girls’

party, with the help of a fake ID, which eventually lands a buddy named Fogell in the company of some cops

(one played by Mr. Rogen) with issues of their own.

Q. What kind of people spend half their lives writing a script they start at 13?

ROGEN It’s sad when you put it like that, I guess. Young ones.

GOLDBERG We didn’t do it with great thought, we just did it. We didn’t have anything to do.

Q. What did you think you were going to do with it?

GOLDBERG In our heads we were like, oh, we’ll get this made. I think we thought were going to get it done

by the time we were 30.

ROGEN The thing about Vancouver, it’s very far away from Hollywood, but they make things there. It’s not

like growing up in Tallahassee and writing a thing where really there is no chance it will ever get seen by

anyone. It just didn’t seem like it would happen any time soon.

Q. Do you think it’s possible to do an authentic movie about teenagers that they’re not rated out of unless
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they bring their parents?

ROGEN There’s a movie we made with Owen Wilson, called “Drillbit Taylor.” It’s rated PG-13, but the kids

in it are 14 years old, and we were like pushing it. But I feel like once you’re 15 and 16, and people start

driving and you get way more freedom and independence and then all of a sudden you’re alone with people

and you can party and stuff.

Q. How come there are so many funny Canadians?

ROGEN I think it’s because we grow up with all of the same stuff a lot of Americans grow up with, but we

just are kind of taught to look at it a little differently. The one thing you’re aware of in Canada is that you’re

not American. But you only know that because everything you get is from America. The TV’s American. All

the movies are American. So you’re just kind of imbued to look at it, I don’t know if critically is the right

word, just kind of differently.

GOLDBERG Like, I went to Taco Bell, and the security guard had a gun. I thought I should leave. I thought,

is he a security guard? Is he a robber?

ROGEN Exactly. They say going to Israel is crazy because everyone has a machine gun. It’s really not that

different from here when every security guard has a large weapon in the parking lot of the grocery store.

GOLDBERG Every Canadian just cannot believe the portions of food.

ROGEN Oh, yeah, that’s another thing.

GOLDBERG It’s the most astounding thing, it’s just double. It’s double what you should get.

Q. Is there a real Fogell?

GOLDBERG Yeah, he was actually our best friend.

ROGEN Still is our best friend.

GOLDBERG Sammy Fogell. He’s coming down here for the premiere. I was just up in Vancouver hanging

out with him.

ROGEN It’s funny because Fogell’s a name we use in several scripts, because it’s a name we like.

GOLDBERG Actually we wanted to use it in every script.

Q. Is there anything about the characters in “Superbad” that is not based on you two?

ROGEN We never really had any emotional issues, ever, throughout our entire time knowing each other.

GOLDBERG We’ve never hugged.

Q. Does “Superbad” bring something new to the teenage comedy genre?

ROGEN It might be new for this generation, I guess.
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GOLDBERG It’s kind of a callback.

ROGEN I bet when “Fast Times” came out, it was exactly what we hoped to do, which was make something

that people would say this is how we actually are. What other good high school movies are there?

Q. “American Graffiti”?

ROGEN Exactly.

GOLDBERG It’s on my Netflix, I haven’t seen it.

Q. The boys in your movie are slower. In “American Graffiti” Ron Howard is going off to college and trying

to break up with his girlfriend. In “Superbad” they’re going to college and still trying to get a girl.

ROGEN That was just us.

GOLDBERG All that says is that Ron Howard was cooler than we were.
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